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Upcoming lecture looks at capturing fog

(PACIFIC GROVE, Calif.) – Fog is an everyday part of living
along the California Central Coast. It creeps in when we
aren’t looking and is there when we wake up. Imagine
the water found in the fog banks that settles over the
Monterey Peninsula. Then imagine Dr. Daniel M.
Fernandez, who’s working to capture that water and
make good use of it. Fernandez will talk about his
efforts, share data and the process involved in fog
collection, during an upcoming lecture Sunday, August
28th, at 3 p.m.

Fernandez, a professor at CSU Monterey Bay, has been
working on collecting water from fog for the past decade. As a result of funding from the
National Science Foundation for the past two years, he and his group have expanded their
earlier network, which had several fog collectors in Marina and Carmel, to one that extends
from Big Sur through Arcata.

Museum Exhibitions Curator Annie Holdren said the lecture should provide insight into the
ways “catching fog” can prove useful.

“I hope attendees come away from this lecture excited to know that there are ways to collect
water that don’t involve rainfall or desalination,” Holdren said. “Even after a devastating forest
fire, fog collectors can help rebuild the forest. Just as fog drips from trees to replenish aquifers,
it can drip down from fog collectors until the trees grow again.”

Admission to “Fog – Let’s Catch it” is $5 and free for Museum members. For more information on
this lecture visit, http://www.pgmuseum.org/museum-events/2016/8/28/lecture-fog-lets-catch-it.
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